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Jds cyclone dust collector model 2100-ck

05-18-2015, 08:54 #1 Does anyone have one of these dust collectors? If you do, what do you like about them and what do you not like about them? I'm trying to decide which one to buy. Google Sponsors Google Sponsors 05-18-2015, 10:17 #2 I have 3100 ck like that a lot. A big step from one stage. A lot of suction. But
I've never had another cyclone, so can't compare. I have had it for over a year and will buy it again. Customer service is great, family run. Bob 05-18-2015, 11:47 #3 I have an older JDS cyclone and it has been very reliable for me. Like Bob, I can't compare him to the others. That said, the mine is very well built - well
welded, fit and finished. Assembling and standing upright is definitely a two-man job, but it looks like they've escaped a very tall four-foot design that might help a lot. 05-18-2015, 12:40pm #4 might want to see the Oneida Gorilla roll-around series as well. ( They are basically the same price. They have cyclone cones that
are longer than the JDS design. The longer the cone extracts a higher percentage of dust from the airflow, the less that gets to the filter. The JDS solution to this problem was a mechanical hitter, which always seemed like a band aid to me. 05-18-2015, 13:18 #5 Originally Posted by Jamie Buxton you might want to see
the Oneida Gorilla roll-around series as well. ( They are basically the same price. They have cyclone cones that are longer than the JDS design. The longer the cone extracts a higher percentage of dust from the airflow, the less that gets to the filter. The JDS solution to this problem was a mechanical hitter, which always
seemed like a band aid to me. I saw Oneida and really liked it. Too high to put in my shop. I saw it might put it outside with a cage, but it went over my roof line. Ideally, I'd like to put DC outside in a cage with a backdraft damper. My store is only 12x24. I thought 3HP might be too much, but after twists and turns, I
probably just needed it. If I could do Oneida, it would be the one I bought. I just wish it was smaller. I can't find anything small enough except JDS in the DC market stage 2. I'm still building my shop but you can see how small it is in this live stream: 05-18-2015, 13:19 #6 Originally Posted by Eric DeSilva I have more JDS
cyclones and it has been very reliable for me. Like Bob, I can't compare him to the others. That said, the mine is very well built - well welded, fit and finished. Assembling and standing upright is definitely a two-man job, but it looks like they've escaped a very tall four-foot design that might help a lot. Help. away from the
high four foot design is one of the main reasons I consider it because it will only fit inside my store. 05-18-2015, 17:00 #7 I have JDS 3100 will buy it again John and John Junior are good to work with Thank you John Don't take life too seriously. No one's going to make it out alive anyway! 05-18-2015, 17:37 #8 I bought
the JDS 2100 to replace the bridgewood single stage, and I am very happy with that. I really want to buy a 3100 but a special DC cabinet &amp;amp; isolated voice I will not receive a larger size 3100. It takes a big shoe horn to get 2100 in. 05-18-2015, 18:44 #9 I have 3100; get it because I have a low ceiling. It worked
fine, but the closure of the bins was inadequate and the cleaners went off every time it turned off annoyingly. Mine has no remote or bag holder; I wish them both great improvements. I sold it when I moved in. Overall, I prefer the Grizzly I have now, but JDS is fine except for my two little complaints. I got 3hp because it's
cheaper (amazon has it for half...) but I hope 2hp will be fine for one tool. Last edited by Wade Lippman; 05-18-2015 at 6:46 PM. 05-18-2015, 19:49 #10 Originally Posted by Wade Lippman I had the 3100; get it because I have a low ceiling. It worked fine, but the closure of the bins was inadequate and the cleaners went
off every time it turned off annoyingly. Mine has no remote or bag holder; I wish them both great improvements. I sold it when I moved in. Overall, I prefer the Grizzly I have now, but JDS is fine except for my two little complaints. I got 3hp because it's cheaper (amazon has it for half...) but I hope 2hp will be fine for one
tool. Do you think the ins and outs on the cone could turn 90 degrees? I wanted to build an outdoor cage but had limited space. If I could change the cone it would be helpful in not having to put an elbow. 05-18-2015, 20:16 #11 Originally Posted by Kent Adams I saw Oneida and really liked it. Too high to put in my shop. I
saw it might put it outside with a cage, but it went over my roof line. Ideally, I'd like to put DC outside in a cage with a backdraft damper. My store is only 12x24. I thought 3HP might be too much, but after twists and turns, I probably just needed it. If I could do Oneida, it would be the one I bought. I'm just hoping smaller. I
can't find anything small enough except JDS in the DC market stage 2. I am still building my shop but you can see how small it is in this live stream: the HP JDS 3 collector you refer is 87. Cyclone Oneida Gorilla is spinning shorter than that. Even some of their stationary cyclones are that short. For example, see V3000.
It's cheaper than JDS, is is height, and have better performance. 05-18-2015, 20:54 #12 The 3hp Oneida Gorilla only has a 6 inch ind indister, the JDS has an 8-inch in-house induct. It stands 3 inches shorter than the 3hp JDS, so you're right it's a little shorter. I missed that one. The V3000 is 88 inches taller than the '86
JDS and too close to my ceiling, however, their performance claims seem to me to be less than JDS? The ind channels are only 7 inches. All this is very confusing for me. I don't know what to believe. I don't care about the filtering capacity of the Oneida or JDS models because I'm going to vent from the outer enclosure
so that's not a consideration for me. I can't find an impeller size for any of the Oneida models, but based on the entry size, they may be smaller than the nearly 16-inch HP JDS 3. To be honest, I like the fact Oneida puts everything out there for your consideration when researching. JDS didn't publish the manual, or at
least I couldn't find it. Gorilla dust I think is out of the question for me because the ind channels are small, but you're right it definitely fits from a size standpoint. The V3000 is too high for my situation (when adding oem recommended permissions) and the manual says you get a Baldor motor (all motors of Baldor of this
size are made in Asia or Leeson, but seems to be a pot luck from their manual? Do you have any of those Oneidas? 05-18-2015, 21:08 #13 Originally Posted by Kent Adams .. Do you have any of those Oneidas?.. No, I got Cyclone Woodsucker. The company is no longer in business. I chose it mostly because it has
compact footprints. Floor space is a challenge in my shop. Many cyclones - e.g. Grizzly units - eat up more floor space than they need. 05-18-2015, 21:34 #14 I wish there was an independent static pressure test on these machines. JDS claims it doesn't seem real, but they don't provide a source for this test. 05-19-
2015, 19:53 #15 Well, it looks like JDS has made a decision for me. After a few days of calling and leaving messages and then sending questions through their contact system, no one called me back or emailed me back with an answer to my simple question. Oneida guy was all over every question and answered in an
hour, although I gave him a hard time about shipping costs and filter fees. I don't want filters and they will just take off the wholesale price, which is half of what they sell on their website. I really want JDS but if they are not responsive to sales questions, I can't rely on them for service issues may appear. Hello everyone. If
you're looking for Jds Cyclone Dust Collector, we can help you save time and find great deals on Jds Cyclone Dust Collector reviews, details and features. JDS Company 14059 Cyclone 2100-CK, 2 Horsepower, 1700 CFM, Dust Collector Cyclone, 220-Volt 1 FaseCheck New Price and and 2 HP Cyclone has more



features and more performance. The most compact cyclone dust collector on the market is now shorter with smaller, portable footprints!! The new and improved Impeller Turbo-Fan is bigger and provides more CFM. Tube 1 micron is self-cleaning. Every time the unit is turned off the signal is sent to ...... Click Here to See
More Information At Amazon.comJDS 14033 1-Micron Bag Kit for Dust ForceCheck The PriceComes with a top bag of 1 micron and one clear plastic bottom bag. This kit will filter the collected dust particles up to 1 micron in size....... Click Here to See More Information On Amazon.com Dust Control In WorkshopCheck
The PriceWoodworkers often get in trouble with their families for messy saws. Worse, wood dust has proven to be a grave health hazard, causing eye and skin irritation, allergic reactions, and a number of respiratory problems. Proper dust collection can prevent or minimize most of these problems. Peters showed me the
kind of protective equipment and dust that...... Click Here to See More Information At Amazon.comJET 708636CK DC-1100CK Dust Collector with Micron CanisterCheck The PriceOffering lot of filtering capabilities and lots of muscle for your store, Jet DC-1100CK dust collector with 2 micron tube (model 708636CK)
equipped with a powerful horsepower 1.5 motor and effective in the collection of wood chips and saws, it delivers 1100 CFM (cubic feet per minute) of air flow through a 4-inch hose connection. ...... Click Here to See More Information On Amazon.comRotten IslandCheck Questions PriceWithout, this year's monster book.
--The Boston GlobeNot since Maurice Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are there has been such a glorious nightmare of a book. - PeopleWhat a glorious book! [It] bubbles, it almost boils with color. -Washington Post World Books...... Click Here to See More Amazon Information.com&gt;&gt; Click Here to See More
Cyclone Dust Collectors Jds @Amazon.com Amazon.com
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